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One type of thinking needed by engineers is abstract thinking, i.e., higher-order thinking that permits one to solve

problems while maneuvering between several levels of complexity (levels of abstraction). In light of the above, the Faculty

of Electrical and Computer Engineering (Technion – Israel Institute of Technology) decided to combine two introductory

courses, focusing on different levels of abstraction, into a single undergraduate course ‘‘Digital Systems and Computer

Structure’’ integrating multiple levels of abstraction, i.e., logical, micro-architecture and architecture levels. The study

presented here characterized the attitudes of students and course faculty toward learning and instruction that combine

several levels of abstraction. The research, which used quantitative and qualitative tools, involved 103 students and eight

teaching staff members. According to the findings, students hold positive attitudes toward learning that incorporates

multiple levels of abstraction, both cognitively and affectively, and the correlation between the components is positive,

moderate, and significant. Students argue that this type of learning is interesting, provides a complete picture of computer

systems, promotes higher-order thinking, and is relevant to industry work, but is also characterized by a high cognitive

load. Course faculty claim that teaching that incorporates multiple levels of abstraction is enjoyable, imparts higher-order

thinking among students but is very demanding. As for the behavioral aspect, the vastmajority of students and instructors

prefer learning and teaching that integrate multiple levels of abstraction over those that focus on a few levels.
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1. Introduction

Alongside the lingering shortage of engineers in the

Western world, including Israel [1, 2], there is a

notable gap between the skills of engineering grad-

uates and those needed in the industry [3]. To

provide a partial solution to this gap, the Accred-

itation Board for Engineering and Technology

(ABET) has formulated the capabilities required

of engineering graduates. Among other things, the
engineer should identify, formulate, and solve com-

plex engineering problems, perform engineering

design, and develop and conduct experimentation

[4].

One type of thinking underlying the abilities

mentioned above is abstract thinking [5]. Abstract

thinking is the capability to focus on the significant

details of a given stage while temporarily ignoring
the information that is less relevant to the current

phase [6]. Abstract thinking is higher-order think-

ing that permits one to solve problems while man-

euvering between multiple levels of abstraction [7],

where a level of abstraction is the degree of com-

plexity in which the problem is examined [8].

Abstract thinking is relevant in a wide range of

fields, such as mathematics, science, engineering,
and business administration [9]. It is of particular

importance in hardware and software engineering,

which requires an examination of a variety of topics
at different levels of detail [10]. For instance, in chip

design it is necessary to assign billions of elements,

and the only feasible way to design such a complex

system is by abstraction. Most experts agree that

the key principles of abstract thinking are identify-

ing the level of abstraction relevant to a given stage

and the ability to move between levels of abstrac-

tion [11, 12].
In light of the above, the Faculty of Electrical and

Computer Engineering (Technion – Israel Institute

of Technology) decided to combine two basic

courses, dealing with different levels of abstraction,

into a single undergraduate course integrating

multiple levels of abstraction. The course ‘‘Digital

Systems’’, which focused on Boolean algebra and

the analysis and design of combinational and
sequential systems, and the course ‘‘Logic Design

and Introduction to Computers’’, which dealt with

advanced logic design and computer structure, were

combined into the mandatory course ‘‘Digital Sys-

tems and Computer Structure’’. The latter covers

three levels of abstraction, i.e., logical, micro-archi-

tecture and architecture levels and switches between

them. It is important to emphasize that in most of
the world’s leading universities, the courses corre-
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sponding to ‘‘Digital Systems’’ and ‘‘Logic Design

and Introduction to Computers’’ are taught sepa-

rately. However, the University of California, Ber-

keley offers a unified course similar in content to the

above-mentioned course [13].

The research described here characterized, using
quantitative and qualitative tools, the attitudes of

students and course faculty toward learning and

instruction that combine multiple levels of abstrac-

tion. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such

characterization was performed here for the first

time. The findings expand the body of knowledge

on the subject and may promote the training of

engineers.
The paper opens with a theoretical background

that reviews computational thinking in general and

abstract thinking in particular. Next, the course

‘‘Digital Systems and Computer Structure’’ is

described. Then, the research goal and methodol-

ogy are presented. Finally, the main findings are

discussed.

2. Computational Thinking and Abstract
Thinking

Computational thinking, a term coined by Papert

[14], refers to the thought processes involved in
problem-solving in general and in performing com-

putational research in particular [15]. Thus, com-

putational thinking is relevant in a broad range of

disciplines beyond computer science and software

engineering [16]. Moreover, computational think-

ing has been identified, both in Europe [17] and in

the United States [18], as one of the 21st century

skills required to function effectively in modern
society.

Most researchers agree that the four main com-

ponents of computational thinking are [19]:

� Decomposition – separating the problem into

sub-problems or simpler components.

� Pattern Recognition – finding similarities and

differences between the current problem (and its

components) and similar problems known from
experience.

� Abstract Thinking – focusing on details relevant

to the current stage and temporarily ignoring the

unnecessary information.

� Algorithmic Thinking – formulating a solution

based on a series of well-defined steps.

In addition to the four elements outlined above,

some scholars mention the following components:

problem formulation, proposing and evaluating
several solutions, and generalizing the chosen solu-

tion [15].

Abstract thinking, as an element of computa-

tional thinking, is relevant in various areas [9], and

currently plays a central role in engineering [10].

This is due to two main reasons: the growing

intricacy of engineering systems [20], and the frame-

work of Industry 4.0, which is based, among other

things, on big data [21]. Thus, engineers must deal

with increased complexity, particularly in the hard-
ware and software industry [22].

A theoretical basis for abstract thinking was

proposed by Piaget in his famous theory of cogni-

tive development. According to which, abstract

thinking is supposed to evolve in the fourth and

final phase of cognitive development, i.e., the

formal operations stage (ages 12–15). This phase

involves, inter alia, the abilities to use symbols,
reflect, reason, and think abstractly [23].

A key concept in abstract thinking is a level of

abstraction, where the latter is the level of complex-

ity at which a problem is examined [8]. An arbitrary

number of levels can be defined between the highest

level, where the problem is observed from a global

viewpoint, and the lowest level at which great

attention to detail is required [24]. Since abstract
thinking is relevant in many areas [9, 10], levels of

abstraction can be used in a variety of disciplines,

e.g., physics [25], biochemistry [26], and software

engineering [12].

For example, the architecture level is the bound-

ary between software and hardware. At this level of

abstraction, a set of software instructions that the

computer can support is defined. Below this level is
the micro-architecture level, dealing with the high-

est level of realization of the features described at

the previous level. The next level, logic gates,

focuses on the logical properties of the components

defined at the micro-architecture level. Below the

logical level are the circuit level, describing the

electrical properties of the circuit that realizes the

logic gate, and the device level, dealing with the
electrical properties of the transistors constructing

the circuit. Finally, the layout level focuses on the

physical structure of the transistors themselves [27].

It is common to classify the characteristics of the

so-called abstract thinker into three groups: knowl-

edge and background, cognitive skills, and capabil-

ities [11, 12]. The first category consists of relevant

education. The second group refers to identifying
the appropriate level of abstraction for a given stage

andmaneuvering between levels of abstraction. The

last category is comprised of job-specific skills. For

example, a software engineer should, among other

things, formulate the software requirements and

build a structure chart [28]. These features are

based on studies conducted among diverse popula-

tions, including high-school [29, 30] and university
students [24, 31].

Recently, a positive correlation has been found

between abstract thinking and systems thinking
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among high-school students majoring in electronics

[32]. It seems that the abstract thinker and systems

thinker share cognitive skills but differ in features

related to knowledge and background. In addition,

there are researchers who point to similarities

between abstract thinking and critical thinking
[33] and between abstract thinking and creative

thinking [16].

3. The Course ‘‘Digital Systems and
Computer Structure’’

As described in Section 1, the Faculty of Electrical
and Computer Engineering (Technion – Israel

Institute of Technology) decided to combine the

course ‘‘Digital Systems’’, focusing on Boolean

algebra and the analysis and design of combina-

tional and sequential systems, and the course

‘‘Logic Design and Introduction to Computers’’,

dealing with advanced logic design and computer

structure, into a single course ‘‘Digital Systems and
Computer Structure’’. The latter covers three levels

of abstraction, i.e., logical, micro-architecture and

architecture levels (Section 2), switches between

them, and thus provides a more complete picture

of compute structure and functionality.

The undergraduate-level course ‘‘Digital Systems

and Computer Structure’’ aims to provide begin-

ning students with analysis and design skills at the
three levels of abstraction mentioned above. This

mandatory course (five credit points) lasts 13 weeks

and is comprised of four hours of lectures and two

hours of tutorials every week. Five two-hour work-

shops are held during the semester, dealing with

Verilog programming. The course faculty consists

of lecturers and teaching assistants. The teaching

method in all sessions is front facing. A prerequisite
for the course is the course ‘‘Introduction to Com-

puter Science’’, focusing on the algorithmic

approach to problem-solving and programming in

C language.

The contents of the course overlap approxi-

mately with the contents of the two preceding

courses and include: Boolean algebra, the digital

model, combinational systems, sequential systems,
finite state machines, vonNeumannmachine, hard-

ware description language, addressing modes,

branches, stack, routines, traps, pipelined proces-

sor, structural, control and data hazards.

As mentioned, the course covers several levels of

abstraction and maneuvers between them. Thus,

for example, it is taught how to add binary numbers

using a full adder (logical level). The latter is then
used as a black box in the arithmetic logic unit

(micro-architecture level) to support the add

instruction (architecture level). Another example

deals with the instruction set architecture (architec-

ture level). The latter is mapped to machine lan-

guage, and then it is taught how to implement each

instruction in different types of processors (micro-

architecture level). For each processor type, specific

realizations in the logical level are discussed.

The course is based on the textbooks: Digital
Design: A Systems Approach [34] and Computer

Architecture: A Quantitative Approach [35]. The

assessment is based on computer exercises (simula-

tions in Verilog), a mid-semester test, and a final

examination.

For comparison, each of the preceding courses

lasted 13 weeks and consisted of two hours of

lectures and one hour of tutorial every week. The
teaching method and the assessment were similar to

those of the new course.

4. Goal

The study characterized students’ and instructors’

attitudes toward learning and teaching that com-

bine multiple levels of abstraction in engineering.

The following questions were formulated:

� What are students’ attitudes (cognitive, affective

and behavioral aspects) toward learning that

integrates several levels of abstraction?
� What are instructors’ attitudes (cognitive, affec-

tive and behavioral aspects) toward teaching that

integrates several levels of abstraction?

5. Methodology

5.1 Participants

One hundred and three undergraduate students

(second-third semesters) who attended the course

‘‘Digital Systems and Computer Structure’’ took

part in the study. The students have not previously

been exposed to learning that combines multiple

levels of abstraction. The characteristics of the

participants were similar to those of average under-
graduate students at the Faculty of Electrical and

Computer Engineering.

In addition, members of the course’s teaching

staff (three lecturers and five teaching assistants)

participated in the study. The lecturers held

advanced degrees in electrical and computer engi-

neering and had substantial teaching experience.

The teaching assistants were senior electrical and
computer engineering students and graduate stu-

dents.

5.2 Method

The research applied quantitative and qualitative

instruments to enable the presentation of various

perspectives of the phenomenon under study and

increase the findings’ trustworthiness [36].
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At the end of the course, students completed an

anonymous closed-ended questionnaire, aimed to

characterize their attitudes (cognitive and affective

components) toward learning that combines multi-

ple levels of abstraction. Additionally, at the end of

the course the students filled out an anonymous

open-ended questionnaire and nine of them were

interviewed. The open-ended questionnaires and
the semi-structured interviews were designed to

characterize the respondents’ attitudes toward

learning that incorporates multiple levels of

abstraction. At the end of the course, members of

the teaching staff were interviewed (semi-structured

interviews) about their attitudes toward instruction

that combines several levels of abstraction.

The quantitative data were statistically analyzed.
It was first examined, using the Kolmogorov-Smir-

nov test for normality, whether a normal distribu-

tion of the attitude component scores (cognitive

and affective) could be assumed. Then, according to

the results obtained, the appropriate correlation

coefficient between the components was calculated.

The interviews were recorded and transcribed in

full. By means of directed content analysis [37],
conducted by two experts in engineering education,

the qualitative data (open-ended questionnaires

and interviews) were classified into categories. The

analysis was based on the tri-component attitude

model of Rosenberg and Hovland [38]. Only infor-

mation that has risen at least three times was

included in the analysis.

Ethical approval (No. 2020-018) was obtained
from the Institutional Review Board.

5.3 Tools

The closed-ended questionnaire was a five-level

Likert-like scale, ranging from ‘‘strongly disagree’’

to ‘‘strongly agree’’. The scale was based on a tool

suggested by Fishbein [39]. This self-reporting ques-

tionnaire was comprised of 17 statements reflecting

cognitive and affective aspects toward learning that

combinesmultiple levels of abstraction. Some of the
statements expressed positive attitudes and others –

negative ones. The statements were validated by

two engineering education experts. Cronbach’s

alphas of the attitude components (� = 0.75,

cognitive component; � = 0.71, affective compo-

nent) pointed to acceptable internal consistency.

Some statements are given in Table 1. A sample of

the open-ended questions is found in Appendix A

and a sample of the interview questions is provided

in Appendix B.

6. Findings

The main findings are presented below. First, the

findings concerning students’ attitudes are
described, and then – those of the teaching staff.

6.1 Students’ Attitudes

Table 2 displays the mean score (1 � M � 5) and

standard deviation (SD) of the attitude (and its

components) of the course graduates toward learn-

ing that combines several levels of abstraction.

According to the data, the students hold a positive
attitude, both cognitively and affectively.

Based on the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for nor-

mality, a normal distribution for the scores of the

cognitive component can be assumed (D = 0.09, p >

0.05), but not for the scores of the affective compo-

nent (D = 0.18, p < 0.05). Therefore, Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient was calculated between

the two attitude components and was found to be
positive, moderate, and significant (r = 0.52, p <

0.01).

Content analysis identified cognitive, affective,

and behavioral aspects of students’ attitudes

toward learning that combines several levels of

abstraction. From the cognitive viewpoint, the

vast majority of respondents (90%) claim that

such learning provides a complete picture of com-
puter systems:

‘‘Educationally, it [learning] is well built. You start
from the simplest thing . . . start from Boolean
variables . . . then Boolean expressions, logic gates,
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Table 1. Closed-ended questionnaire – sample statements

StatementPolarityComponent

The combination of digital systems and computer structure is correct because it allows
the computer to be analyzed at different levels of detail

PositiveCognitive

It is better to study digital systems separately from computer structure so that it will be
possible to devote the necessary time to each subject

Negative

The combination of digital systems and computer structure is interesting because the
student can view the study material from several perspectives

PositiveAffective

The combination of digital systems and computer structure is boring because it repeats
the same topics several times

Negative

Table 2. Attitude component scores (mean and standard devia-
tion)

SDMComponent

0.723.70Cognitive

0.614.33Affective

0.653.80In total



combinational components . . . you progress until you
build a complete processor!’’ (interview)

‘‘The combination is excellent. I would be happy if
more courses were like this. That is, not to study only
mathematics [Boolean algebra] without an apparent
purpose, and only then to study all its uses [computer
structure] in a separate course.’’ (questionnaire)

About one-third of the respondents (35%) argue

that learning that integrates multiple levels of

abstraction is appropriate for beginning students:

‘‘The level [of learning] was appropriate . . . I felt it
wasn’t something I couldn’t handle.’’ (interview)

‘‘It [learning] was great . . . it was a real challenge . . .
and while challenging it wasn’t impossible.’’ (inter-
view)

But it imposes a heavy cognitive load resulting from

the wide scope of content (32%):

‘‘The load was too high.’’ (questionnaire)

‘‘There were lots and lots of content.’’ (interview)

According to about a quarter of the respondents

(24%), this type of learning promotes higher-order

thinking:

‘‘It [learning] encouraged me to think outside the box
and be creative . . . to go with my line of thought.’’
(interview)

‘‘It [learning] has given me directions of thinking that I
haven’t had until today . . . I think it [combination of
several levels of abstraction] develops ways of think-
ing.’’ (interview)

And is relevant to industry work (21%):

‘‘[We got] a sense of what we’re going to do in the
future [in the industry].’’ (interview)

‘‘[What is good about the learning is] its connection to
industry.’’ (questionnaire)

Affectively, 28% of the respondents think that

learning that combines several levels of abstraction

is interesting:

‘‘The connection between these two things [digital
systems and computer structure] is interesting.’’ (ques-
tionnaire)

‘‘Very interesting . . . I liked the progress from a very
internal level of the processor to an external one.’’
(interview)

Finally, in the behavioral domain, the vast majority

of respondents (83%) prefer learning that incorpo-

rates multiple levels of abstraction over learning

that focuses on a few levels:

‘‘[If it were up tome,] I would prefer to study the course
in this format.’’ (interview)

‘‘I prefer to study the current [new] course over
separate courses [a course in digital systems and a
course in computer structure].’’ (questionnaire)

Fig. 1 displays students’ attitudes toward learning

that combines multiple levels of abstraction.

6.2 Instructors’ Attitudes

Content analysis revealed cognitive, affective and

behavioral aspects of instructors’ attitudes toward

teaching that combines several levels of abstraction.

In the cognitive domain, 63% of the respondents
claim that this type of teaching promotes higher-

order thinking among students:

‘‘This course teaches how to use levels of abstraction . . .
We have certain components that we have learned how
to construct. Nowwe have a new problem. I don’t want
to build these basic components again, but to use the
basic components to build something that is more
complex, like the processor we are building in the
course.’’

‘‘Some of the subjects we teach [switching between
levels of abstraction] are subjects that are universal . . .
and I always emphasize that they can be applied not
only in electronics but also in biology or chemistry.’’

But it is very demanding due to the broad scope of

content:

‘‘It [teaching] is very demanding. We have four hours
of lectures a week, two hours of tutorials [a week]
and we have a two-hour workshop five times in a
semester . . . We have a lot of contents [to teach].’’

‘‘I sometimes come to the tutorial like for war. . . I say
‘I have to make it’.’’

From the affective viewpoint, 38% of the respon-

dents think that teaching that combines several

levels of abstraction is enjoyable:
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‘‘I really like teaching this connection [between digital
systems and computer structure].’’

‘‘I really enjoy teaching this stuff.’’

Finally, from the behavioral aspect, the vast major-

ity of respondents (88%) prefer teaching that incor-

porates multiple levels of abstraction over teaching
that focuses on a few levels:

‘‘I prefer to teach this course [over the two separate
courses].’’

Fig. 2 shows instructors’ attitudes toward teaching

that combines multiple levels of abstraction.

7. Discussion

According to the findings, the graduates of the

course ‘‘Digital Systems and Computer Structure’’

hold a positive attitude toward learning that

combines multiple levels of abstraction, both cog-
nitively and affectively. Furthermore, the correla-

tion between the attitude components is positive,

moderate, and significant. A practical implication is

that students’ interest in this type of learning can be

further increased by improving their rational argu-

ments on it (and vice versa). It should be noted that

although sometimes the attitude components are

consistent [40], this is not always the case [41].
In the cognitive domain, students argue that

learning that combines multiple levels of abstrac-

tion provides a complete picture of the computer

(due to the integration of the logical, micro-archi-

tecture, and architecture levels), relevant to industry
work and suitable for beginning students. Students

believe that this type of learning develops higher-

order thinking, and explicitly address creative

thinking. Course faculty claim that teaching that

combines several levels of abstraction does promote

higher-order thinking among students but they refer

to abstract thinking. In this context it is interesting

to mention that there are researchers who point to
similarities between abstract thinking and creative

thinking [16], so it is possible that both students and

faculty relate to a similar type of thinking.

Students’ and instructors’ attitudes are congru-

ent with research results suggesting that representa-

tion that combines multiple levels of abstraction

promotes learning, especially when dealing with

complex systems [42, 43], such as physical [25] or
biochemical systems [26]. Moreover, incorporating

multiple levels of abstraction permits learners to

switch between these levels and thus contributes to

their cognitive and professional development [26].

Students and course faculty agree that the load

characterizing learning and teaching that incorpo-

rate multiple levels of abstraction is very high.

Indeed, as described in Section 3, course instruction
is more extensive than is common in university

courses. It seems that the heavy load constitutes a

major difficulty, and it will be addressed later on.

In the affective domain, both students and

instructors find interest and enjoyment in combin-

ing digital systems with computer architecture. This
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integration of multiple levels of abstraction demon-

strates how Boolean algebra and digital systems are

implemented in ‘‘real-life’’ scenarios, namely, com-

puter structure. It is worth mentioning that the

incorporation of such ‘‘real-world’’ examples

often increases intrinsic motivation [44]. The beha-
vioral component is in line with the cognitive and

affective aspects described above. According to it,

the vast majority of students and instructors prefer

learning and teaching that integrate multiple levels

of abstraction over those that focus on a few levels.

It is interesting to note that there is a partial

similarity between the cognitive component of

students’ attitudes toward learning that integrates
several levels of abstraction and the cognitive

component of students’ attitudes toward learning

that combines several fields of knowledge, i.e.,

interdisciplinary learning. As mentioned above,

students argue that the former provides a complete

picture, relevant to industry work and develops

cognitive skills, but is also characterized by a high

load. Similarly, studies report that interdisciplinary
learning allows the learner to look at the subject

from several perspectives [45], and thus may help

him/her to function well in complex work environ-

ments that characterize modern society [46]. More-

over, students claim that interdisciplinary learning

foster cognitive skills [47, 48], but is also accom-

panied by a heavy load [49, 50]. Resemblances

between the two types of learning also exist in the
affective domain. As stated, students find interest in

learning that combines multiple levels of abstrac-

tion. Similarly, students are interested in interdisci-

plinary learning [51–53]. As for faculty, instructors

argue that interdisciplinary teaching is demanding

and consumes a lot of resources [47], similar to the

findings reported here.

A possible explanation for these resemblances
lies in the fact that each type of education is based

on combinations. Learning and instruction that

integrate multiple levels of abstraction are often

unidisciplinary but do combine different levels of

abstraction. Interdisciplinary education usually

deals with one level of abstraction, but does incor-

porate different disciplines. Moreover, as noted in

Section 2, a positive correlation has been found

between abstract thinking and systems thinking,

with the latter usually related to interdisciplinarity

[32].

In general, the authors recommend developing
courses that combine several levels of abstraction.

However, in view of the high load that accompanies

such courses, they should be scheduled in a semester

in which the load is not heavy in the first place and

assigned with highly-qualified faculty.

The study had one major limitation: the number

of students who took part in the studywas relatively

small. To overcome this limitation and to increase
the findings’ trustworthiness, qualitative tools were

used alongside quantitative ones [36].

Themain theoretical contribution of the study is in

characterizing students’ and instructors’ attitudes

toward learning and teaching that integrate multiple

levels of abstraction in engineering. To the best of the

authors’ knowledge, such characterization was car-

ried out here for the first time. In practice, the
research may improve the teaching of courses that

combine multiple levels of abstraction and promote

the readiness of engineering graduates for their work

in the industry. These contributions are particularly

important in light of the inadequate abstract thinking

skills of beginning engineering students [54].

8. Conclusions

The study shows that students hold positive atti-

tudes toward learning that combines several levels

of abstraction, both cognitively and affectively, and

that the correlation between the attitude compo-

nents is positive, moderate, and significant. Both

students and instructors claim that education that

incorporates multiple levels of abstraction pro-
motes higher-order thinking, but is characterized

by a high load.
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Appendix A – Open-Ended Questionnaire

Below is a sample of the open-ended questions mentioned in Section 5.3:

� Describe the most interesting lesson in the course?

� What do you think about the combination of digital systems and computer structure? explain.

� If it were up to you, would you rather study the current course or two separate courses (a course in digital

systems and a course in computer structure)? explain.

Appendix B – Interview

Below is a sample of the interview questions mentioned in Section 5.3:

� What do you think about the course?

� Would you change anything in the course? explain.

� What do you think about the combination of digital systems and computer structure? explain.
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